Case Study IE-LIFT™

Creo
Creo International are green energy consultants that specialise
in hydrogen with over 15 years of industry experience.
Creo have developed a research house, located in Kent,
designed to demonstrate how a self-sufficient home would be
achievable in the UK.
They achieved this by coupling highly insulated building
systems, such as Creo's patented ICF system, with green energy
technology such as PV systems, an air source heat pump, a
28kWh battery pack and 14kW of PV panels.

As part of the research process, it was discovered that low sunlight
levels in a UK winter meant that the house would still need power
from the grid to operate.

Creo, together with their partners and software developers,
have achieved a completely autonomous, zero emission
hydrogen powered system.

Creo needed to find a solution to plug this grid dependence during
the winter, this is where hydrogen was introduced.

As a result of Creo's successful integration of a hydrogen
system, they have produced the UK's first ever on-grid
hydrogen powered house (powered by IE's fuel cell).

During the summer months when sunlight levels are high the PV
panels produce more energy than the house needs, this excess
energy is used to run the electrolyser to produce hydrogen which is
then stored.
In winter, the energy from the PV panels cannot fully sustain the
house, this is where the Intelligent Energy (IE) IE-fuel cell module
converts the stored hydrogen into energy which is then fed into the
house, eliminating the need for grid electricity.

Intelligent Energy’s IE-LIFTTM was selected by Creo due to the
simple integration process and the support offered by IE
when choosing the fuel cell product.
IE-LIFT offers quiet operation, minimal maintenance (simply
an air filter inspection or change), and zero emission at point
of use (the only output is water vapour).

The Creo Hydrogen Power 2.0 System Specification
•
•
•
•

Low maintenance
Quick installation
Can be remotely controlled
Automated operation with full integration into
existing properties
• 20,000+ hour lifetime
• Downsized or scaled up to meet end user
requirements
• 100% green hydrogen

"Intelligent Energy's fuel cell technology and
support team were critical components in
executing Creo's goal of hydrogen system
integration into the research house and our
subsequent achievement of producing the
UK's first on-grid hydrogen powered house."

Features of the IE-LIFT technology at the core of the Creo
Hydrogen Power 2.0 System
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lower life-cycle costs than standby diesel generators; with minimal
service requirements
Zero harmful system emissions at point of use
Quiet operation
Small footprint
Regulated output designed for hybridisation with a 24V or 48V
battery array
Proven and reliable fuel cell system technology
Utilises Intelligent Energy’s air cooled fuel cell technology
Assured power availability
Modular, scalable system

Autonomous

Bradley Arnold, Creo Project Manager

Applications for IE-LIFT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Backup power
Off-grid power
Telecommunications
Microgrids
Emergency power
Auxiliary power units
Non road mobile machinery
Disaster recovery
Portable power generation
Material handling equipment
Outdoor events
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